AFT BAGGAGE DOOR

1. UNLOCK THE KEY LOCK.
2. PUSH THE TRIGGER OF ALL THREE LATCH PINS.
3. PULL THE LATCH HANDLE TO COMPLETE THE OPENING OF ALL THREE LATCHES.
4. PULL THE DOOR UPWARD.

FORWARD BAGGAGE DOOR

1. UNLOCK THE KEY LOCK.
2. PUSH THE TRIGGER OF BOTH LATCH PIN.
3. PULL THE LATCH HANDLE TO COMPLETE THE OPENING OF BOTH LATCH PIN.
4. PULL THE DOOR UPWARD.

FIRE IN THE ENGINE

LIFT THE GUARD AND PRESS SHUTOFF 1 BUTTON OR SHUTOFF 2 BUTTON TO ACTIVATE THE FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM OF THE ENGINE

SET THE BOTTLE TOGGLE SWITCH TO THE DISCH POSITION TO RELEASE AGENT TO THE RESPECTIVE ENGINE

PHENOM 300

FLIGHT CREW: 2
PASSENGER: 6−8
WING SPAN: 15.91 m – 52.20 ft
LENGTH: 15.64 m – 51.31 ft
WING FUEL TANKS CAPACITY: 2976 L (786 Gal.)
FUEL TYPE: ASTM D 1655 (JET A AND JET A1), MIL−DTL−83133 (JP−8)

ENGINE INLET INGESTION AREA
4 m 13 ft

ENGINE CONTROL PANEL

WING TANK

OVERWING EMERGENCY EXIT

1. PUSH THE VENT FLAP.
2. PUSH THE VENT FLAP.
3. CAREFULLY PUSH THE EMERGENCY DOOR INWARD TO COMPLETE ITS OPENING MOVEMENT.
4. UNLOCK THE KEY LOCK. PULL THE DOOR UPWARD. PULL THE LATCH HANDLE TO COMPLETE THE OPENING OF ALL THREE LATCHES.

OVERWING EMERGENCY EXIT

1. PUSH THE TRIGGER.
2. PUSH THE TRIGGER.
3. MOVE THE HANDRAIL DOWNWARD TO COMPLETE THE DOOR ROTATION MOVEMENT.

PHENOM® 300

BY EMBRAER